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Wth the advent of lower natural gas prices 

in North America, the nuclear generation 

industry in the United States has been under 

significant and continuing cost pressure. 

Across the industry, every effort is being made to identify and 

capture opportunities for sustainable cost reduction. While cost 

reduction is nothing new to the nuclear industry, the competitive 

pressure has intensified in recent years.

The Challenge
ScottMadden’s client is a large nuclear generation company 

responsible for operating multiple nuclear generation stations in 

North America. The cost-reduction project described in this case 

study came on the heels of several years of ongoing cost-reduction 

pressure. Most recently, the client was about to undertake a 

detailed “bottom-up” analysis to reduce non-fuel O&M costs across 

the enterprise. A workload analysis was to be performed, including 

a time analysis for all employee work categories.

These efforts were certain to identify numerous opportunities 

for cost reduction, but management realized they would not be 

sufficient in magnitude nor would they be innovative enough to 

achieve the full non-fuel O&M cost reduction the company needed 

to maintain its competitive position. In addition, the workload 

modifications would not likely achieve the cost reductions within 

the 24-month window required.

How We Helped
ScottMadden realized that achieving the rapid step-change cost 

reduction desired by management needed more than the detailed 

bottom-up workload analysis. Given the philosophical change in 

operations that was necessary for a reduction of this magnitude, 

an approach was needed that would untie the hands, and minds, 

of the project team... something that would free them to consider 

more radical changes to the way O&M activities have traditionally 

been performed.

To address this need, ScottMadden proposed establishing an 

innovation team who would operate outside of the normal business 

environment. The team would be focused on driving “innovation” 

rather than “improvement” and would broadly follow Kelly 

Johnson’s 14 Rules and Practices. These guidelines were originally 

used at Lockheed Martin for rapid and innovative aircraft design. 

They foster and support a highly autonomous team of skilled 

people unencumbered by bureaucracy and solely focused on 

solving a key business problem.

Figure 1 highlights the distinction between improvement and 

innovation. These rules require that a small number of top 

performers be set aside from normal work responsibilities and 

commissioned to drive fundamental change within a very short 

time window.

With this in mind, the client assembled a team of six high-potential 

individuals from across its nuclear fleet and chartered them to 

achieve non-fuel O&M cost reductions of nearly 6% within 24 

months of implementation. The team had five months to come up 

with their recommendations.

In addition to the innovation team, a formal steering committee was 

established to review the team’s recommendations, and internal 

and external project support personnel were assigned to provide 

research and analytic support. All recommendations would need 

to be presented to a challenge board, who would critically examine 

the costs and benefits associated with each recommendation.

It should also be noted that the innovation team worked in parallel 

with the continuing work of the cost-reduction team, who was 

examining opportunities tied to a detailed bottom-up workload 

analysis. The innovation team was charged with providing top-

down direction to the workload analysis effort, as appropriate.

The Process
The innovation team operated under a set of administrative 

guidelines that helped drive creativity and responsibility. Among 

these were:

• Kelly Johnson’s command, “Don’t build something you don’t 

believe in”

• A timely wrong decision is better than no decision

• Don’t halfheartedly wound problems, kill them dead

• All analysis, direction, deliberations, and deliverables would 

be confidential and not to be shared with co-workers, the 

members’ superiors, or members of other teams. Team 

members were required to sign a confidentiality agreement 

to ensure compliance
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An approach was needed that 
would untie the hands, and minds, 
of the project team ... something 
that would free them to consider 
more radical changes to the way 
O&M activities have traditionally 
been performed.

Dimension

Low Risk High

Attrition Major changes

Minor mods Technology/Tools New systems

Modify Procedures/Policies New

Meet
Customer 

Expectations
Create

Evolution Culture Revolution

$100,000s Investment $1,000,000s

6-9 months Time 18-24+ months

20%-30% 100%+

Within department Scope Across company

Low Executive Time High

Improvement Innovation

Figure 1: Improvement vs. Innovation
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Figure 2: The Nuclear Skunk Works Development Process
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• Change management plans

• Periodic briefings to the steering committee and challenge 

board would ensure accountability and executive support

• Team members would be expected to own the 

recommendations and to serve as change agents during 

their eventual implementation

• The team’s level of detail would be “decision” grade not 

“budget” grade (i.e., accurate but not necessarily precise)

The team also developed a set of criteria used to consider and filter 

alternative future state opportunities. Among these were:

• It would reduce operating costs significantly (i.e., 

significantly contribute to the target)

• It would reduce the overall workload

• The process activities and costs would be justified in terms 

of value to customers, shareholders, and employees. It 

would optimize total value

• It is stakeholder focused and would contribute to corporate 

goals

• Any associated decision-making authority would be placed 

as close to the work as possible

• The number of reviews and approvals would be optimized

• Overall process cycle time would be optimized

• Any duplicate actions would be eliminated

• Individual steps and the overall process must be efficient

Figure 2 provides a high-level overview of the process as it 

evolved. This shows how the small innovation team was supported 

both by an analysis team, who researched industry standards and 

benchmarks, and a detailed design team, who worked in parallel 

to flesh out in more detail the recommendations explored by the 

innovation team. Financial representatives were designated to 

develop the business case, supporting potential recommendations. 

In this manner, any final recommendations of the innovation team 

would be readily supported by detailed operational and financial 

analytics by the time the recommendations made it to the challenge 

board.

Over the five months assigned to them, the innovation team 

examined a wide range of organizational, process, and policy 

changes that had the potential to result in significant cost savings.

Among these were:

• Organization design, spans, and layers and oversight 

philosophy

• Approach to maintenance and work management

• Secondary and primary instrumentation and monitoring

• Fleet support organizations (contractor displacement) – dry 

cask, turbine, refuel

• Nuclear support operations, including information 

technology and supply chain

• Approaches to employee and contractor training

The Results
At the conclusion of five months, the innovation team recommended 

a range of strategic initiatives, which were presented to the steering 

committee and challenge board. These recommendations were 

supported by benchmarking evidence and high-level business 

case justification. Eleven initiatives were approved, including the 

following:

1. Adoption of new technology for security operations

2. Addition of instrumentation and centralized monitoring to 

improve performance and reduce system engineering costs

3. Improved automated chemistry monitoring and the system 

health process to focus only on critical components and 

highest potential failures

4. Implementation of enhanced gamma monitors and air 

samplers and move to real-time, off-site monitors reporting 

via cell/satellite

These initiatives, in combination, were estimated to result in non-

fuel O&M cost savings in excess of the original target within the 

desired 24-month implementation window. These initiatives, in 

combination with those brought forward by the bottom-up analysis 

teams, were estimated to result in total non-fuel O&M cost savings 

nearly twice the original target.

Implementation of the above recommendations is currently 

underway.
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About ScottMadden
ScottMadden is the management consulting firm that does 

what it takes to get it done right. We consult in two main 

areas—Energy and Corporate & Shared Services. We deliver 

a broad array of consulting services ranging from strategic 

planning through implementation across many industries, 

business units, and functions. To learn more, visit

www.scottmadden.com | Twitter | Facebook | LinkedIn

About ScottMadden’s Energy Practice
We know energy from the ground up. Since 1983, we have 

served as energy consultants for hundreds of utilities, 

large and small, including all of the top 20. We focus on 

Transmission & Distribution, the Grid Edge, Generation, Energy 

Markets, Rates & Regulation, Enterprise Sustainability, and 

Corporate Services. Our broad, deep utility expertise is not 

theoretical—it is experience based. We have helped our clients 

develop and implement strategies, improve critical operations, 

reorganize departments and entire companies, and implement 

myriad initiatives.
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